
WHAT IS A FASHION STYLIST?
Fashion Stylists work with creative teams and individuals including 
photographers, design teams, art directors, marketing teams and talent to 
create a vision for a brand or an image. They supply and curate the clothing 
and accessories on each job either borrowing (loaning) clothing from 
designers or buying them. They are responsible for the care of the garments 
and making them look their best regardless of budget or quality. The roles 
and responsibilities of a Fashion Stylist change drastically within every job 
and sometimes it may require a team of people working under them.

HISTORY OF FASHION STYLING

Fashion Stylists have become increasingly influential in shaping fashion 
imagery. Once a role that was totally backstage, now Fashion Stylist’s are  
celebrated for their creative work as image makers for celebrities, 
magazines and advertising. The Fashion Stylist seems to be a combination 
of three roles throughout history the Fashion Editor, Costume Designer and 
Salon Directrice. The Salon Directrice or Directrice was a role that was 
developed around the 1930s. Representing the house and taking care of all 
its clientele, the Directrice advised clients on how to dress for specific 
occasions, how to flatter women's body shapes and advise on clothing 
orders and trends. Costume designers informed most of pop culture about 
fashion as early as the 1920s. These specialty designers not only created 
the garments but also created the icons we know as “Movie Stars.” Costume 
designers collaborated with film directors and talent to create character 
appropriate status, emotion, and seduction through the wardrobe. Fashion 
editors who worked exclusively for fashion magazines were the first Fashion 
Stylist’s as we know it. They “edit” the clothing and fashion pages, and they 
chose the designers to be featured in the magazine. Under the direction of 
the editor, there was the photographer and model. It was during the 80s the 
first freelance stylists appeared as new magazines did not have permanent 
fashion staff which gave freelance stylists the chance to showcase their 
talents without being tied to one magazine. 

FASHION STYLIST JOBS AND PATHWAYS
There are many different pathways within Fashion Styling and the role and 
responsibilities become totally different per job. Stylist’s sometimes have an 
influence on pretty much everything within the process and other times 
stylists take more of a backseat and facilitate someone else’s vision. Below 
is a list of all the different roles that fall under the Fashion Stylist umbrella 
and what they can entail.
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EDITORIAL 

An editorial stylist selects a wardrobe for published editorials in 
magazines/publications. Editorial is a great way to push the boundaries 
creatively and build a portfolio. A full time styling role within editorial would 
be that of a Fashion Editor or Director. Fashion Stylist’s in the editorial field 
work primarily with designer samples. A sample is a clothing piece from a 
sample set of a designer’s collection. A sample set will be produced ahead 
of releasing a collection and those samples will be utilised for press and of 
course loaned by Fashion Stylist’s etc.  

CELEBRITY 

Celebrity stylists select wardrobes for celebrities and talent. Whether it is 
building a day to day wardrobe, dressing for personal appearances, 
performance, music videos or red carpet. Working with celebrity requires 
creativity and strategy you are creating an image for an individual that needs 
to be aspirational, believable and of course stylish ! Fashion Stylist’s working 
with celebrities will primarily either loan designer samples, buy clothing 
items, commission designs to be made by designers or receive gifting to be 
used on their clients. 

COMMERCIAL/ADVERTISING

A Fashion Stylist’s role in advertising for commercials or campaigns can feel 
similar to that of a costume designer. You are facilitating the vision of the 
director or creative team and you are building looks that are truly 
representative of the narrative and most of the time not stylistically very 
creative but definitely need to feel believable. Generally all garments used 
are bought, hired or made. Working within commercial campaigns for brands 
and stores often the garments you are working with will be pre-approved and 
set for you and your role as a Fashion Stylist would be to make sure 
everything looks perfect. 

RUNWAY STYLING

Runway Styling requires a lot of input from a Fashion Stylist. Stylist’s must 
understand the essence of a collection and the brands identity and translate 
many items of clothing into a cohesive vision whilst working closely with the 
designer. Runway styling involves a lot of creative consultancy, as a stylist 
you may be offering input from the design of the collection right through to 
casting for the show. 
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CREATIVE/IMAGE CONSULTANCY

Applying more strategic marketing and creative strategies to their existing 
knowledge Fashion Stylist’s can take on consultancy roles which guide 
clients to achieve certain goals for their brand and image. For example with 
talent it could be setting in place certain brand allegiances and partnerships 
or working with brands and designers on entire campaigns 

E-COMMERCE STYLING

E-commerce Fashion Stylist’s work on imagery that will be used to sell 
garments and accessories online. Online styling teams work on a rotation 
base, with a day to prep allocated product and a day to work with the 
photographer and shoot the product on the model. The first prep day is used 
to research and pull together outfits, with every outfit discussed and 
approved by the styling manager. On a shoot day, the stylist works with a 
photographer and an assistant, or sometimes a junior stylist to support. 
They have a day to shoot every single outfit and then select the shots with 
the photographer, from which they select the most suitable shots to go 
online. Alternatively product is designated to you the stylist on the same day 
and you may be working with a mannequin to create cut out images of 
garments or on flat lay product imagery. It is a fast paced environment due 
to the nature of working within fast paced retail. 

COSTUME DESIGN

A costume designer is a person who designs costumes for a film, stage 
production or television shows. The role of the costume designer is to create 
the characters' outfits/costumes and balance the scenes with texture and 
colour, etc The costume designer works alongside the director,  lighting 
designer, sound designer, and other creative personnel. The costume 
designer may also collaborate with hair stylist, wig master, or makeup artist.
Fashion Stylist’s can also be engaged to act as Costume Designer’s based on 
their existing style aesthetic. This may consist of buying/hiring, designing 
and commissioning clothing to be made to fit the archetype of the 
characters within the narrative. 

PERSONAL SHOPPING

Personal Shoppers shop for their clients either with the client or on the 
clients behalf. A client may set the Personal Shopper a brief or the Personal 
Shopper lends their opinion on what the client could like or what they should 
be buying into. Personal Shoppers can work with boutiques and department 
stores earning commission or they can be freelancers. Sourcing specific and 
rare items for clients can be something a Personal Shopper specialises in. 
Personal shopping can be synonymous with Fashion Styling depending on 
your clients needs. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Costume
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stage_(theatre)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theatre_director
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lighting_designer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lighting_designer
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FASHION STYLIST CASE STUDY
RAY PETRI

Ray Petri’s Buffalo aesthetic is one of the most copied styles within the 
fashion industry. Buffalo was the collective name of a group of young 
photographers, stylists and models under the guidance of stylist Ray Petri. 
They changed the whole approach to the imagery of mens and some 
women’s fashion in the media during the 80s. As a fashion stylist he was 
ahead of his time: He brought street style and what he called his Buffalo 
style into Arena and The Face and made them huge. His style still influences 
what people are wearing today.
PATRICIA FIELD

PATRICIA FIELD

Patricia Field is an American costume designer, stylist and fashion designer. 
She is best known for her award-winning designs for the television series, 
"Sex and the City" and “The Devil Wears Prada” and most recently “Emily In 
Paris”. Field has been in constant demand by some high profile clients ever 
since, and some of her designs have become well-known.
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JUNE AMBROSE

Fashion designer and stylist to the stars, June first rose to prominence in the 
1990s she designed and put Missy Elliot in the unforgettable patent 
leather-and- vinyl suit seen in “The Rain (Supa Dupa Fly)” video. She was the 
one who dressed P. Diddy and Mase in those eye-catching metallic suits. She 
was behind the street-chic looks in Hype Williams’ cult classic film ‘Belly.’ 
And she is most definitely the woman who helped Jay Z become the fashion 
icon he is today.

LAW ROACH

Prior to becoming a celebrity Fashion Stylist or “Image Architect” as Law 
Roach prefers to be known, Roach owned a vintage shop called Deliciously 
Vintage which had locations in Harlem, New York and Chicago. Kanye West’s 
appearance in his store created buzz around his curated vintage collections 
prompting stylists across the states to pull vintage finds from Roach. This 
inspired Law to start “architecting” looks for celebs with his first paying 
client being K-Michelle and has been working with Zendaya for the past 10 
years. 

 



       MODULE 1 TASK 
TASK 1. START YOUR OWN  IMAGE ARCHIVE 
ON A MOODBOARDING PLATFORM - THIS 
WILL BE A COLLECTION OF IMAGES YOU 
THINK ARE SUPER INTERESTING AND 
INSPIRING - NOT JUST FASHION LOOKS BUT 
ANYTHING THAT GIVES YOU VISUAL INSPO

TASK 2. CREATE A RESEARCH BOOK OF 
STYLISTS, COSTUME DESIGNERS AND 
FASHION DESIGNERS FROM HISTORY 
DETAILING LOOKS, COLLECTIONS AND 
IMAGERY YOU ARE INSPIRED BY 


